
About Market Outlook H2 2017
This is a bi-annual research conducted by jobsDB Singapore in June 2017 across 470 Singapore candidates and hiring managers.

A positive 
perception of
the job market
held by employers
The global economic outlook has brightened this year, but 
Singapore’s job market in the second half of 2017 are far 
from certain. Still, hirers are optimistic while job seekers 
are concerned with the availability of jobs in the market. 

Steady but mediocre hiring plans

Hiring behaviour in H2 2017

Position level required most

Top 5 soft skills hirers look for:

Top 10 job functions sought after by employers

Hirers share mistakes that cost candidates their chances

70% of hirers are willing to hire Fresh graduates, an increase of 8% from H1 2017, and most have no 
preferences as to the type of institution the Fresh graduates come from.

With these being said, talent forces should keep their expectations and demands in 
check while paying attention to the importance of online profiles and resumes, in order 
to better find jobs that best-match them.
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While 85% of candidates from the survey felt that 
finding a job in the latter half of 2017 will be a 
challenge, only 33% of hirers hold sentiments that 
the job market condition in H2 will be worse.

The number of active jobseekers increased by 7% to 
49% in H2, with 6 in 10 jobseekers looking to work in 
private sectors.

H2 of the year also sees a projected decrease in hiring 
freeze from 37% in H1 to 9%. Majority of hirers surveyed 
expressed intentions of hiring.
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Sales Administration / HR Marketing / PR Management Accounting

Information 
Technology

Transportation Engineering Media and 
Advertising

Sciences / Laboratory 
/ Research and Dvlp

29%   Junior Executive

16%    Fresh Graduates/Entry Level

16%    Senior Executive

12%    Supervisor/Specialist

9%     Manager

5%     C Level/Top Management

Position type required most

69%   Full Time

12%    Contract

7%    Part Time

7%    Freelancer

7%     Interns

Communication skills – written, verbal and listening

Good attitude

Emotional intelligence

Ability to work in a team

Analytical skills
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Hirers also reveal the drivers when hiring 
new employees:

Trainability

Resume / Online profile / CV

Ample experience in relative fields

Salary flexibility

UPDATED52%

46%

39%

31%

5%

resumes received in response to their job openings 
are uninformative, incomplete and outdated

candidates have excessive salary expectations

candidates have unrealistic job expectations

candidates performed poorly during the interview process

candidates’ lack of research and preparation of company and job roles


